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SCOPE NOTE

This National Intelligence Estimate assesses present and future
Soviet military capabilities and intentions in space. Soviet civil space
systems arc addressed only insofar as they clarify the scope and
magnitude of the military program. Comparisons with US space systems
are made where they can serve as useful benchmarks fo r understanding
Soviet capabilities or philosophy The comparisons should not be
interpreted as technical assessments showing superiority or inferiority of
Soviet systems relative to US systems.
The Estimate treats the following elements of the Soviet military
space program:
- Scope, magnitude, organization, and management.
- Technical capabilities and limitations of current Soviet space
systems and prospects for new systems, as evidenced by current
research, development, and testing activities, by trends in the
Soviet program, and by our perceptions of Soviet requirements.
- Operational capabilities of current and prospective Soviet space
systems lo serve known and potential military support functions,
and the USSR's dependence on its space systems.
- Current and prospective Soviet· spaceborne autisatellite systems
and prospects for their use.
The assessments and projections in this Estimate have been limited,
for the most part, to a period covering the next 10 years. The cutoff date
for information used in the report was June 1980.
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EXECU TIVE SUMMARY
l. Over the past 23 years, the Soviet space program has evolved
from one emphasizing civil space accomplishments for prestige
purposes to one emphasizing the use of space systems for military
support. Today 70 percent of Soviet space systems serve only a military
support mission, and another 15 percent serve both m ilitary and civil
purposes. The Soviets conduct about 100 space launches annually and at
any one time have 70 to 110 operational satellites in orbit. In support of
their space program, the Soviets are developing new space launch
vehicles (SLVs), building new launch sites and modifying some older
ones, upgrading their land-based command, control, and tracking sites,
and upgrading ships dedicated to supporting space activities.
2. Developments in the Soviet military space program tend to be
evolutionary in nature. As with many other military programs, the
Soviets continue to operate older satellite systems long after the
introduction of improved systems. Improved payloads are often
incorporated into proven spacecraft. Some completely new, technically
complex systems (launch detection satellites, for example, and radar and
ELINT ocean reconnaissance satellites) have suffered many problems
during the flight test phase

3. The Soviets have placed more emphasis than the United States
on development of space systems directly responsive to mili tary
requirements. Both countries have developed satellite systems for
photoreconnaissance, ELINT reconnaissance, communications, detec
tion of ballistic missile launches, navigation, geodesy, and meteorology.
In addition, the Soviets have developed military space systems for
which· there are no comparable US systems. They have radar and
ELINT ocean reconnaissance systems that can provide targeting data in
real time to selected naval eombatanls carrying antiship weapons: They
have developed manned space stations for the purposes of reconnais
sance and military-related research. They also have an operational
orbital interceptor for destruction of satellites in near-Earth orbits.
4. Although several Soviet and US systems are functionally sim ilar,
they were not necessarily designed to satisfy identical reauirements.
Soviet photographic and ELINT reconnaissance satellites
designed to acquire the precision data
withhe
Soviet
ld
per
25X1
r e q
maintainin
u i r e m e n
forces.
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space systems or interception of communications or
telemetry signals, or for the collection of infrared data for intelligence
analysis purposes. We believe that the Soviets have fa iled lo develop
such satellite systems because of either the availability of information .
from other sources or technological limitations or for both reasons.
5. All of the Sovie ts' current satellite systems, with the exception of
those for communications and m issile launch detection, use near-Earth
orbits. Having to maintain several networks of near-Earth ELINT and
navigation satellites, which have relatively short lifetimes, requires
frequent launches of replenishment satellites. [n cornoarison, the annual
satellite launch rate of the United States is about a fourth that of the
Soviet Union. The difference in launch ra te is due primarily to three
factors:

- US satellites have rnuch longer lifetimes.
- The United States makes extensive use of semiwnchronous and
geostationary orbits to obtain nearly continuous coverage of
large areas with fewer satellites than would be required in near
Earth orbits.
- One-third (about 30) of the total annual Soviet launches are
photoreconnaissance satellites, all of which return exposed film.
The US KH-11 electro-optical imaging system is continually in
25X1

6. In the 1970s, the Soviets undertook a considerable, expanding
effort to develop and use techniques that deny us information useful for
assessing the missions and performance of their s ac

TCS3166-80
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Current and Prospective Soviet Space Systems for Military Support
8. We believe
virtually all of their
the 1980s, and will
summarizes current

the Soviets will continue to use and improve
current types of military satellite systems through
introduce many new systems as well. Table lE
and prospective Soviet military satellite systems.

9. The Soviets are developing a new military space station, and
they continue publicly to discuss plans for docking multiple space
stalions to form a continuously manned space complex. Like previous
military Salyut space stations, we expect new ones will carry both low
and high-resolution cameras to serve multiple photorcconnaissance
missions. We also expect them to carry ad ditional sensors, such as
ELINT and infrared sensors. Data collected by all these sensors could
undergo preliminary processing on board and then be passed via data
link to Moscow in support of a number of m ilitary functions, such as
providing indications and warning and maintaining orders of battle and
providing timely data for crisis management and the conduct of
military operations. In addition, the Soviets may choose to use manned
space stations to conduct subsystem testing of future laser weapon
systems.
10. The Soviets are a lso developing a small reusable "space plane"
that will be launched vertically and land horizontally. The spacecraft
could serve as a ferry vehicle for space stations or in a reconnaissance or
satellite inspection role. It could also provide valuable engineering data
for a large reusable space lransportation system (RSTS) comparable to
the US Shuttle in size and weight. However, a large Soviet RSTS could
probably not be operational before the early 1990s. The Soviets' new
3
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Table lE
Current and l'rospective Sate llite System F u nctions
Status of Soviet System or
Likelihood of

satellite

system

earliest

Fune-lion

development
expected operation
-- ----------·------ development

multipurpose military space stations
Multipurpose (?) space plane
reusable space transportationsystem

operat

In development
In development 1
operational

Cummunicatlons

early to middle 1980s
early to middle 1990s

meterological

Near-Earth orbit

operational
In Development

Geostationary

Navigation
Conventional

operational

advanced (Glob,) positioning Svstem type

Moderate

early 1980s

late 1980s

photoreconnaissance:
Film~return systems

operational
I n development

Film scan system store dump
electro-optical (real-time)
ELINT reconnaissance
Conventional near€Earth orbits
real-time data lo naval combatants
high-altitude orbits
radar ocean reconnaissance
Conventional
advanced

High '

early to middle 1980s
Late 1980s-early 1990s

operational
operational •
moderate

Mid•l980s

operational •
high

radar imaging (for intelligence
Early warning
Of ICBM launches

even chance

!n development

Of SLBM launches
Infrared collection (for intelligence
communications
intercept
telemetry intercept

moderate

late 1980s
1990s
early-to-middle 1980s
1990s

Low•

1990s

Low "'
Low•'

1990s
1990s

• likelihood scale High~85 lo 90 percent; Moderate=65 to 75 percent; Even Chance=50 percent
low=10 to 30 percent The scale indicates likelihood Soviets will olcc1 to develop within next JO years

' Soviets have not flown a military space station since 1977 but could launch one at any time.
'The Director, Defense intelligence Agency believes that any Soviet program to develop a Jorge
reusable space transportation system is in no more than the conceptual design stage
• no evidence of Sov et ev

Secret

space station and "space plane '' could serve operational purposes in the
early-to-middle 1980s.
11. During the 1980s, the Soviets apparently intend to make
considerably more use of sa tellites in high-a ltitude orbits for
communications, meteorology, and navigation. This intention is
indicated by the large increase in the production and launch facilities
for the USSR 's largest operational .space booster. Also:

- T he Soviets have announced plans to establish five networks
with a potential total of 29 geosta tiona ry comm unications
4
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satellites. By the mid-1980s these satelJites will provide the
Soviets with global communications to aircraft. ships. and
ground forces. 25X 1
25X1

ln the early 1980s the Soviets will also place weather satellites
into geosynchronous orbit. These satellites, coupled with
observations from low-altitude manned space stations and
medium-altitude weather satellites, will complete the Soviet
"three-tiered network. " This network will decrease the Soviets'
dependence on meteorological information supplied by the
West and will provide them valuable data for planning and
executing force movements, exercises, and photoreconnaissance
targeting.
By the late 1980s the Soviets could have an advanced satellite
navigation system similar to the US Global Positioning System
(GPS). They could elect to incorporate the necessary GPS-type
subsystems on an existing high-altitude space system such as
their Molniya or Statsionar communications satellites. Unlike
their current navigation satellites, a high-altitude GPS-type
system would be continuously available and could be used by
mobile ground-, air-, and sea-based platforms for precision
navigation and accura te weapon and target positioning. In the
late 1980s a CPS-type system could be used to provide new
Soviet submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) the
accuracy required for effecti ve use against hardened point
targets.
12. There is little intelligence on which to project Soviet
development of advanced photographic, electronic, and radar recon
naissance satellites. Judging on the basis of our views of the Soviets'
perceived needs, their technological state of the arl. and our knowledge
of their development cycle, our projections of future Soviet space
systems include the following:
- A high likelihood the Soviets will have an advanced photorecon
naissance system equipped to develop film on board automati
cally and transmit imagery data to a ground station.
- A high likelihood the Soviets will elect to develop a KH-11-type,
electro-optical imaging system, which could be ooerational in
the late 1980s or early 1990s.
-

A moderate likelihood they will have a high-altitude ELINT
reconnaissance system in the mid-1980s, which will provide
5
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nearly continuous coverage of large areas and significantly
increase tasking flexibility.
-

A high likelihood they will have sn advanced radar ocean
reconnaissance satellite by the late 1980s, w ith much im proved
capabilities to supply targeting data in real time to selected
Soviet naval combatants.

- An even chance they will have a radar imaging satellite in the
1990s to provide all-weather, day and night coverage of
important targets.

All of these systems will significantly enhance the Soviet capability lo
obtain more timely da ta for purposes of indications and warning,
maintaining orders of ballle on mobile forces, and management of crises
and limi ted conflicts.

13. The Soviets still lack a fully operational network of satellites
for early warning of missile launches to supplement their ground-based
ballistic missile early warning radars. The US launch detection satellite
(LDS) program, which has been in operation for more than 10 years,
uses a geostationary orbit to obtain worldwide coverage of ICBM and
SLBM launches. The Soviets have been plagued with problems since
1972 in their efforts to establish an operational network. We believe,
however, that development of a launch detection program is a high
priority for them because of the significant gain in warning time and
reliability provided by such systems. We believe that it may be a~· late as
1983 before the Soviets establish a network for continuous coverage of
US ICBM fields. Deployment of an LDS network with coverage of all
current and planned US SLBM and ICBM launch areas probably could
not be accomplished before the 1990s.
14. The Soviets have both overt and covert access to significant
amounts of information on US systems and their operating and
performance characteristics. This access and the difficult technological
problems involved lead us to conclude that the Soviets probably will not
develop high-altitude satellites to intercept COMINT or telemetry or
collect infrared data for scientific and technical intelligence.
Contribution of Soviet Space Systems to Military Support
15. In developing their vast army of space systems during the last
23 years, the Soviets have been striving to acquire means to provide
additional support and to augment their total mi litary capability. Most
present Soviet space systems perform military support functions tha t
can also be performed by nonspace systems. During recent years,
however, more Soviet space systems perform functions that cannot be
6
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Top

easily duplicated by nonspace systems, thus increasing Soviet depend
ence on space for military support during peacetime, crisis, and conflict.

16. To measure the military contribution of Soviet space systems,
we have grouped space system capabilities in 10 functional areas. Table
2E contains a summary of our assessments of the capabilities of current
and projected Soviet satellite systems during peacetime and crisis and

limited conflict situations. For most functions shown in the table there
are several Soviet space systems that contribute to the nel capability. At

present, the capabilities of Soviet space systems are weakest in the
functions of providing detailed scientific and technological intelligence,
indications and warning, and treaty verification. This weakness is due
principally to the shortcomings of Soviet ELINT and photoreconnais
sance systems. Soviet caoabilities are strongest in those functions related
to geodesy, navigation, and radar calibration. Improvements during the
table 2E
capabilities of Soviet Space Systems and Soviet Dependence on Them

-·--·· ·------·-----··------------·

peacetime

Functions Supported by space
----------···..

systems

Detailed technical lntelligence
analysis .. . .
Calibrating radars....

...

Crisis and Limited Conflict
1980
1990

1080

1990

capability

Poor

poor-fair

Poor

dependence

Low

Low

Low

Low

Excellent

excellent
High

Excellent

High

Excellent
High

- · - -·-

..., ... ............. ... capability
Dependence

Higl1

1990
Poor-Fair

Monitoring compliance with

treaties .. .... .. ..................
Mapping

charting, geodesy

capability

Fnir

Dependence

low-moderate

Fair-Good
Low-Moderate

Fair
Low-Moderate

Fair-Good
Low-Moderate

Capability
Dependence

Excellent
High

Excellent
High

Excellent
High

Excellent
High

Capability
Dependence

Good-Excellent
Low.Moderate

Excellent
Low-Moderate

Good-Excellent
high

Excellent
High

Capability
Dependence

Good
High

Good-Excellent
High

Good
High

Cood-Exccllcut
High

Capability
Dependence

Fair

Low-Moderate

Good-Excellent
Moderate

Fair
Low-Moderate

Good-Excellent
Moderate

F air-Good
low-moderate

Good
High

Observing and forecasting weather

conditions . ..... .... ............ ......
maintaining order of battle and
targeting data .................. ... ..
Providing indications and warning ...
Targeting of antiship weapons ....

Capability

Not peacetime funct ions

dependence
navigation support to naval

combatants ..............

Capability
Dependence

Low

excellent
Low

Excellent
Moderate

Excellent
High

capability

good

excellent

Good

dependence

low-moderate

moderate

low-moderate

Eicellcnt
moderate

Excellent

Military command and control
cornmunicntlons

----~--- -~·-

..... ...
-·

----

• Dependence: High (no practical or satisfactory substitute).
Modornte (substitutes available but are not as convenient or do nol perform mission as well).
Low (substitutes available that are at least equally practicol or practical

7
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1980s in meleorological and communications salellites will lead to
strong capabilities in weather forecas ting and military command and
control.

17. Several of the functions indentified in lable 2E provide the
Soviets support in peacetime, crisis, and limited-conflict situations that
is either unique or difficult to acquire by other means. Most notable are
the functions of indications and warning, maintaining order-of-battle
and targeting data, weather forecasting, and military command and
control communications. T he combination of present and likely future
Soviet capabilities in these a reas between now and 1990 will improve
the Soviets' capabili ty for worldwide crisis management and the
conduct of military operations.
18. All Soviet space systems rely on unhardened ground-based
facilities for launching additional satellites, tracking and controlling
satellites, and receiving data from satellites. In an unrestrained
US-Soviet conflict, strikes on the Soviet Union could destroy these
ground facilities, rendering virtually all of the satellites useless. In recent
years, the Soviets have deployed a large number of transoortable
satellite communication terminals which, although unhardened, have
some degree of survivability due to their mobility. The satellites
associated with these communication terminals would remain viable for
only a few days, however, in the absence of a survivable operational
satellite control site.
19. Table 2E also summarizes our assessments of Soviet depend
ence on space systems. In assessing dependence, primary consideration
was given to the availability of nonspace substitutes for the function
performed. The three categories of dependence-low, moderate, and
high-are defined in terms of such substitutes in table 2E. We assess
that in the 1980s the Soviets will become increasingly dependent on
space systems for military support during peacetime,
crisis, and
limited-conflict situations with the deployment of additional and more
advanced space systems. This increased dependence will be largely in
the areas of indications and warning, command and control communi
cation, and navigation support to naval combatants. Space systems will
provide them with more timely information, enhance the caoabilities of
weapons systems, and extend support to forces deployed outside the
Soviet landmass. The Soviets' greatest dependence will be on those
space systems that perform a function for which alternative approaches
are either unsatisfactory or have not been developed.
20. The Soviets' recognition of the military contribution of
satellites has been in part responsible for their acceptance of tacit and
explicit US-Soviet agreements during the past two decades not to
8
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interfere with space systems. The Soviets' attitudes toward noninterfer
ence have resulted from an amalgam of political and other factors,
including their own increasing dependence on space systems for
military support functions. Their attitude toward foreign space system~
gradually changed over the years from one of general hostility in the
1950s to one of qualified acceptance. They agreed to the 1972 ABM
Treaty and Interim Agreement on Strategic Offensive Weapons, which
calls for the use of "national technical means of verification" without
interference when used in a "manner consistent with generally
recognized principles of international law." On the other hand, the
Soviets agreed to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, which prohibits the
deployment in space of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction. The Soviets still hold that certain other space activities
cannot be accepted as legitimate. They recognize, moreover, tl1e
importance the West places on satellites for supporting military
activities.
21. Development of an antisatellite orbital interceptor clearly
shows a Soviet desire to have the capability to negate foreign satellites,
should the decision be made that such action was necessary, Unless the
United States and the USSR agree to prohibit testing of antisatellite
systems, we believe the Soviets will continue testing .their orbital
interceptor They are now working on a new sensor for their current
nonnuclear orbital interceptor. We expect the Sovlets to continue design
and engineering of a space-based laser system that would have
significant advantages over their orbital interceptor for the antisatellite
function. They conceivably could have a prototype spaceborne laser
weapon for antisatellite testing by the mid-to-late 1980s. As part of such
a development program, the Soviets might choose to use their space
stations to conduct subsystem testing of low-power laser weapon
prototypes.
22. Even if they proceed with development of new and improved
spaceborne antisatellite systems, we believe it highly unlikely the
Soviets will use them to destroy or otherwise interfere with US satellites
in peacetime, crises, or conflicts not involving direct engagements
between US and Soviet forces. Three factors upon which this judgment
is based are (1) the Soviet desire to limit conflict escalation, (2) the
Soviets' own dependence on space systems, and, less importantly,
(3) the current US efforts to develop an antisatellite system. In a
conflict between US and Soviet forces, the likelihood of Soviet attempts
to destroy US satellites using spaceborne means would rise as the
conflict escalated. The likelihood of such interference would probably
be moderate as long as the Soviets· objectives in a US-Soviet conflict
were limited and they believed they could contain the scope and
9
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withheld per CIA Statute
intensity of the fighting. We believe lhere is a high likelihood that the
Soviets would use spaceborne antisatellite systems in a NATO-Warsaw

Pact armed conflict. The likelihood of such use would be very high if
the· Soviets perceived that general nuclear war was imminent.
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DISCUSSION
I. OVERVlEW OF SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM

Evolution of the Soviet Program

l. In this section we present an over view of the
Soviet space effort from 1957 to present, addressing its
evolution, its scope and magnitude, and its organiza 
tion and management Subsequent sections discuss the
specific capabilities of Soviet space hardware and the
wnys in which these systems serve the Soviet militnry
during peacetime, as well as during periods of crisis
and conflict. A separate section focuses on the Soviets'
ability lo use their own space systems lo negate those
of other no tions.
2. In this section comparisons with US space efforts
are included where they can ser ve as useful bench
marks for understanding Soviet capabilities or philos
ophy. These comparisons should not be interpreted as
teclmical assessments showing Soviet satellite systems
to be su perior or inferior to US satellite systems. The
sonce programs of the United States and the USSR
have evolved in response to their perceived national
needs, which are, in many cases, quite different. For
example:

3. The early yea rs of the Soviet space program were
dominated by heavily publicized space flights with
lim ited scientific objectives. The early scientific and
manned missions in low Earth orbit, as well as the
lunar and planetary missions, relied on space boosters
derived from ballistic missiles. This general approach
provided a series of space "firsts" that made headlines,
had a fair probability of success, and were not overly
expensive T he clear intent was lo enhance the image
of the Soviet Union as a technical, scientific, and
military power.

4. In the mid-1960s, the Soviets begun to broaden
the objectives of their sp ace program by launching
newer series of satellites with practical m ilitary and
economic applications. While those d irected toward
meteorology and civil communications received some
publicity, others such as those for photographic and
ELINT reconnaissance, radar calibration, covert com
munications, navigation, geodesy, and satellite inter
ception were masqueraded as part of a continuing
program of scientific research.

requirements

- US intelligence collection
lted
in satellite systems lo collec
om
m unications signals. The Soviets ave no similar
systems.

5. To move beyond their earlier publicized suc
cesses in space, the Soviets began in the late 1960s to
test larger and more complex space boosters and
spacecraft They encountered serious setbacks in these
- Soviet m ilitary requirements resulted in an or
programs and did not move forward as they had
bital interceptor for engaging satellites of other
expected. Their failure to develop a large booster for
na tions, radar support satellites for calibrating
manned l1111ar missions coupled with the US lead in
ABM radars, and radar And ELINT ocean recon the Apollo project led the Soviets to redirect the
naissance satellites for transmitting targeting . emphasis of their man-in-space program to Earth
t
• .
•
ll
orbiting space stations.

25X1

-

Although some US and Soviet satellite systems
nre of the snmc type (photographic and El.INT
collection satellites, for example), they were not
necessarily designed in response to the same
requirements. T herefore, while a specific Soviet
satellite system may appear inferior to a similar
US satellite system, it may fully satisfy Soviet
rcq uirements.
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6. Since the early 1970s, the Soviets hnve concen
trated their effort on space systems for military sup
port. They improved the capability of their ELINT
:ind photoreconnaissa nce satellites, developed radar
and launch detection satellites, and developed a geo
synchronous communications satellite network. At the
same time, they have sought to m aintain the im age of
Soviet prowess in space by heavi ly publicizing
the
m issions of the Salyut space stations.
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7. Figure I summarizes the proliferation of Soviet
spacecraft types discussed in the preceding para
graphs. T his large array of spacecraft has been devel
oped through a building block approach which em
phasizes an evolutiona ry design philosophy. In this
approach, the Soviets have developed several basic
spacecraft designs and , over lime, have incorporated
new missions and improved capabi lities into them .
Despllc some setbacks during dcvelonmental flight
tests, their general approach of retaining both old and
new systems has resulted in a la rge number of d iffer
ent satellite ty pes.
8. During the early 1960s the Soviets substantially
increased the level of e ffort devoted to space system
design and development. As a result they introduced
many new space systems in t he mid-to-late 1960s.
Since then, they have maintained a fai rly constant
level of spacecraft design and development. Clearly,
they remain committed to a diverse program to serve
various military and c ivil progrnms.
Scope and M a gnit ude o f Soviet Program

Table 1
Categories and Numbers of Soviet
S_n_tellites Usually Operational

Satellite Category
Launch detection ...

ELINT reconnaissance
ELJNT ocean reconnaissance
Radar ocean reconnaissance

Number
Usually Operatinn,1!
..... ··········· ....... 1-3

s.10
.... ......................... . ... 0-2
.. . ............... ....... .. . 0-2

Naval support ..... .
. .. ····························· ......... 9.11
Geodetic ... .. .. .. ... .... ..... ... .. ... ... . . .. . ...... ..............
..... 1-3
1-3
manned/manned-related
...... ............... ......
6-10
meteorological ...... ... .... ...... ...... ...... ..... . . ... • . ...........
communications ........... ................. .................. .. ... ...... .37-46
Radar support ...... ........... ... ..... ... .... .......................... . ..... 2-6
orbital interceptor
..... . . ....
. . 0.-1
Target vehicle ............. . . ... ....... ... ............ .......................... 0-1
photoreconnaissance
....
. .... .... . ·········•··•··········· 1-4
Scientific ................. .
.............. .............. 4-10
Total .. .... ........ ..........
. . . . .......................................70-112
Subtota ls, Military ......... . ........ ..... .............. ... . ..... 46-75
. .............. ............ .... . . . .. 20-27
Military/ Civil . ..
Civil/Scientific ........ .. . ......... ...... . .............. .. •l-10

..
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9. After the launching of Sputnik in 1957, the
number of successful space launches conducted annu
a lly by the Soviet Union steadily increased, reachi ng a
maximum of 98 in 1977. In 1967, the Soviet launch
rnte su rpassed that of the US program for the first time
since the initinl year of 1957. And for the past 10 years
the Soviet launch rate has been three lo four times that
of the lJ nited Stales. The annua I la unch rates for the
USSR a11d the United States are shown in figure 2.
10. In terms of the total payload weight to orbit, the
Soviets currently orbit about 10 times the US total.
each yeur (nboul 300,000 kilograms for the USSR
versus 30,000 kg for the United Stales). While the
Soviets annunlly de oloy a considerably larger number
or payloads nnd more total weight in orbit, the United
States p laces a greater proportion of its payloads into
higher orbit. Thus, if all launches for both countries
are con verted into an equivalent weight delivered to a
185-kilometer circulo.r orbit, the ratio would be 4 lo l
in favor of the Soviets.
11. While the annual number of launches o.nd
amount of payload weight to orbit give some measure
of the gross magnitude o f the Soviet program, perhaps
a more useful parameter is the number of active
satellites, as shown in table I. The number generally
operational is about equal to the annnual launch rate.

This is because many launches are for short-lived
pltotoreconnaissance missions, and few Soviet satellites
have lifetimes exceeding 18 months. The United Slates
makes much more use of geostationary orbits, a prac
tice that requires fewer satellites for continuous cover
age of large areas. Even with fewer annual launches
than the Soviets, the United States usually has a bout
I00 satellites in operation. Jt maintains about the same
number of satellites in operation as the Soviets because
the US satellites have much longer operational life
times, requiring fewer "replenishment" launches.
12. Clear d istinctions between Soviet military and
c ivil space programs are not always possible because
some systems perform both military and nonmilitary
functions, as shown by the spacecraft cat«gories in
figure 3. For example, although the scientific Salyut
space station program is primarily civil, the Soviets
have conducted some experimentson board the Salyut
that have Important mi litary, as well lis civilian,
applications. Figure 4 illustrates Soviet space launches
since 1957 for each of these categories. 1t shows that
the space programs serving onl y the military are by far
t he most active usually accounting for about 70
percent of the launches each year. Il also shows that
the dual m ilitary/civil programs have grown signifi
cantly since the early 1960s and account for around 15

12
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Figure 1

Proliferation of Soviet Space Systems, 1957- 79
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14. The United States has nearly an equal number
of facilit ies, for telemetry tracking, and command. It
does not regularly use ships to support missions, but
has placed ground slations on foreign ierritory world
wide. The US stations are independent . and support
specific space missions (those of the Defense Depart•
ment or NASA, or intelligence, or domestic communi
cations satellites). For the most part, the Soviet stations
form a unified network under the guidance of a single
central authority. providing them considerable flexi
bility in command and control of their space systems.

Figure 2
Number of Successful US and Soviet
Space Launches, 1957-79
100

Space launch Vehicles
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61
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67
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15. The Soviet space program, like its US counter·
part. has relied heavily on the use of ballistic missiles
as space launch vehicles (SL Vs). The Soviet family of
SL Vs includes vehicles based on the SS-5 intermcdiate
range ballistic missile and the SS-6 and SS-9 intercon
tinental ballistic missiles (see figure 6). By using these
proven missile systems along with a series of upper
stages, the Scviets have greatly simplified SLV
develooment.
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16. In mid-1965, the Soviets began !light-testing a
large new two-stage space booster comparable co the
US Saturn IB in size and to the US Titan me in
function. By 1968, they hnd successfully developed
three-stage (SL-13) and four-stuge (SL-12) versions of
this booster, which they refer to as the "Proton." The
Proton-based SLVs represent the only launch vehicles
successfully developed by the Soviets strictly for use as
SL Vs.

8-80 CIA

percent of the annual total. The purely scientific

systems account for less than 15 oercent. By compari
son, the approximately 100 ooerational US systems are
about 50 percent civil and 50 percent military or
military support. The latter category includes intelli
gence collection systems, which account for 25 perlent
of the US total.
13. To support their large number of operational
satellites, the Soviets have deployed an extensive net
work of ground stations, all within the USSR. The
growth of this network has corresponded with the
growth in numbers and types of spacecraft, and
continues even today. The expanse of the Soviet Union
permits ground stations within the country-shown in
figure 5-to have a large amount of access time to
Soviet satellites. However, the Soviets have still found
it necessary to supplement this network with a fleet of
suace support ships for supporting soace events (such
as dcorbit or orbital injections), nnd six smaller in
mcntation ships for support of space launches.

17. Nearly concurrent with development of the
Proton, the Soviets were busy trying to develop an
even bigger booster. This vehicle, which was compara
ble to the US Saturn V in size (but not in per
formance), was identified as the TT-5 within the
lntelligence Community. The TT-5 had an estimated
lift capability on the o rder of l 00,000 kg to near-Earth
orbit and about 35,000 kg for lunar return missions.
The Soviets made three attempts during the period
1969-72 to test-fly this booster, which was intended for
manned lunar missions. All three attempts ended in
failure, and the program was apparently canceled in
l 974. We believe the Soviels ure currently developing
a family of new large space boosters that will use
many of the launch and support facilities originally
constructed for the TT-5. The new vehicles probably
will be a bout the same size as the TT-5, but some
variants could have a greater lift capability due lo
14
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